BTM SFORIM & SUPPLIES LIST 5777:

B”H

The following S’form are mandatory to bring:

~Shulchan Aruch Yoreh Deiah:
Hilchos Basar B’chalav *
M’licha (needed after Pesach)
~Gemara

Sukkah (please note the change; we will NOT need K’suvos. Our

sincere apologies if you already purchased one! Perhaps you can return/ exchange it in time.)

The following S’forim are preferable but optional:

~The Artscroll Chumash: The Stone Edition on five Chumashim P
 lease not:

not all of Tanach/ five Chumashim only. (Nice to own but there are some in the Shul when the
work is being done there; but will not be available to be borrow if needed in free time away from
Shul.)
by Nosson Scherman

https://www.amazon.com/Chumash-ArtScroll-Haftaros-Commentary-Anthologized/dp/089906
0145/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1477855432&sr=1-1&keywords=stone+chumash

~Kitzur Shulchan Aruch im Piskei Admor Hazaken M’nukad (K’has)
Good to own but optional; there is also a set of Three Volulmes of Kitzur Shulchan Aruch with
translation by Rabbi E. Touger which can be purchased online: it is optional but very nice to
own.
http://www.greenfieldjudaica.com/kitzur-shulchan-aruch-3-volume-set-hebrew-english-400468.ht
ml

The following English S’forim will need to either be purchased (there are a few
reasonable online S’forim stores or they can be purchased in a local Judaica store) or we
can run copies but it will be many pages and we would have to charge for that:

~39 Milachos by R. David Ribiat Volumes 1 and 2
~The Shabbos Home Volume Two, 2003 by R. Simcha Bunim Cohen
~The Shabbos Kitchen, 1999 by R. Simcha Bunim Cohen

~ 2,000 years of Jewish History by Chaim Schloss
highly recommended for Jewish History TTI Course

~ A Lesson a Day Chofetz Chaim by Rabbis Shimon Finkelman and Yitzchak Berkovits
Highly recommended for Shmiras Haloshon TTI Course

*we have a few gently used ones we can sell at a discount for those who are interested, on a

first come first serve basis. Please let me know if you are interested.
Note: There is a set of “Smicha Aid” S’forim in English available at most Chabad Judaica stores,
compiled by Rabbi Yaakov Goldstien; you are welcome to purchase to use as a study guide
(not for use during Shiur).

Misc. Supplies:
Backpack (very highly recommended to transport textbooks)
Several notebooks
Folders
Pens and pencils
Some highlight markers
Chrome notebook
Positive and happy attitude :)
Note: iphone or any other electronic devices, other than the chrome notebook are not needed
nor wanted!

